Title word cross-reference

$107.50$ [406]. $125.00$ [405]. $129$ [285].
$138.00$ [717]. $150.00$ [766]. $165.00$
[745]. 2 [1406, 1020]. $24.95$ [34]. $29.95$
[35]. 2 $m \times 3^n$ [47]. 2nd [1002, 1003]. 2 $\times 2$
[1229, 1316, 204]. $2 \times J$ [1029]. $2 \times K$ [771]. 3
[50, 312]. $332.50/£$ [534]. $348$
[284]. $49.95$ [1071, 116]. $57.20$ [631]. $59.95$
[683]. $63.50$ [559]. $65.00$ [645]. $6' \times 9'$
[35]. $70.00$ [1096]. $75$ [283]. $89.75$ [406].
$90.00$ [923]. > [349]. $n^d$ [1001]. $R$ [1085].
(R) [741]. $th$ [1098]. $A$ [553]. $C_p$ [902]. $\chi^2$
[397, 665, 656]. $D$ [795, 753, 314, 553, 804].
E [553]. $F$ [707, 687, 74, 975]. $G$
[127, 553, 72]. $G^*$ [1286]. $h$ [448]. $I$
[1010, 487, 1276]. $k$ [518]. $\kappa^2$ [1085]. $L$ [154].

$L_1$ [199, 957, 298, 917, 95, 142, 582, 277]. $L_p$
[108]. $M$ [90, 315]. $N$ [1313]. $n \equiv 2$ (mod 4)
[1119]. $O(n^{-2})$ [428]. $O(n \log n)$ [912]. $P$
[1229, 975, 1376, 687, 683]. $\Phi_p$ [11]. $Q$ [1338].
$R$ [1338]. $R/S$ [714]. $S$ [354]. $T$
[1011, 1132, 1341, 1241, 1261, 758]. $T(h, a)$
[758]. $T_3$ [1208]. $X \times$ [34]. $U + V$ [294]. $U \times V$
[294]. $W_n$ [51]. $X^2$ [397].

-D [50]. -designs [312]. -dimensional [804].
-distribution [1261, 1011]. -DM45.- [617].
-estimation [154, 315]. -inverse [72].
-optimal [795, 753, 314, 553]. -plot [1208].
-probabilities [758]. -statistic [687]. -tests
[975]. -type [90]. -Value
[683, 1229, 11, 1376]. -values [687, 975].
-way [1313].
animal [1312]. annealing [184, 317].
Announcement [303, 943, 798].
Announcements [31]. announces
[15, 16, 17, 18]. Announcing [246, 389].
ANOVA [198, 46, 228, 49].
Anwender [1375, 618]. Anwendung
[1414]. Anwendungsbeispielen [1359]. any
[295]. Anzstat [703]. appearance [900].
[115, 1343]. Applications
Applied [284, 797, 1023, 1231, 192, 1348]. approach
[596, 1329, 675, 184, 638, 1028, 754, 1158, 140, 623, 1343, 1370, 1134, 692, 978, 48, 473, 814, 914, 1338, 79, 9, 1245, 1314, 640, 115, 590]. approaches [224, 10, 784]. Approximate
[947, 428, 866, 1147]. Approximating
[355, 206]. Approximation
[752, 397, 1308, 1341, 109, 551, 1241, 366, 316, 356, 555, 1048, 582]. Approximations
[278, 802, 1357, 722, 977, 669]. April [1423].
AR-models [691]. arbitrary [111]. ARC
[422]. ARC/INFO [422]. area [212]. areal
[1357]. areas [1304]. ARES [476]. arguments [932]. arising [1251].
Arlinghaus [1017]. ARMA [445]. Armin
[1313, 1277, 156, 725]. art [1424, 717].
Artificial [371, 286]. Asano [191]. Ascona
[425]. ASK [1015]. aspects
[595, 1069, 362, 143, 913, 229, 1070, 3, 125].
Assessing [1117, 383]. assessment
[1284, 1267, 626, 761]. associated [1280].
Asymmetric [1132, 1332]. asymmetry
[962]. Asymptotic [792, 387, 71].
asymptotics [1402, 987, 69]. Athens
[1069, 1070]. attendance [268]. atypical
[259]. Außage [453, 468]. augmentation
[1302, 1285]. August [199, 858, 743, 744, 1027, 1213, 646, 1070, 359, 1069].
Auswertung [468]. Author
[43, 84, 178, 438, 376, 440, 574, 509, 597, 731, 662, 733, 860, 800, 861, 1055, 929, 991, 1060, 1216, 1115, 1165, 1221, 1300, 1340].
AutoCAD [35]. autocorrelated [701].
autocorrelations [428, 273]. autoLISP
[35]. Automatic [1247]. autoregressive
[1199, 655, 1027, 1213, 646, 1070, 359, 1069].
autoregressive-integrated [1199]. auxiliary [90, 762]. available [1225, 1011].
Average [1337, 1199, 1257, 1107]. Avoiding
[567]. axes [1148].
Quantile
[831, 917, 650, 706, 1226, 782, 1238, 808, 1009].
quantiles[1266, 706, 699, 1244, 1308, 669].
quantitative [1104, 1306]. quantities [149].
Quasi [413, 237, 773, 1275, 550].
Quasi-Bayesian [413]. quasi-likelihood [237, 773]. quasi-order [550].
quasi-periodic [1275]. question [876].
Questionnaire [620]. quick [262]. quota [609]. quota-free [609].
Raj [632]. ran1 [1161, 1014]. Random
[829, 815, 1246, 459, 688, 1010, 1236, 584, 913, 586, 1239, 568, 555, 40, 962].
ratios [1131]. räumlichen [452, 1357]. raumzeitlicher [1357]. Re [1323].
Re-engineering [1323]. Recht [536]. Recipes [1161, 1014]. reciprocals [339].
Recognition [870, 1141]. reconsidered [931]. reconstruction [1322]. record [75].
rectangular [1184]. recurrent [394]. Recursive
[1292, 595, 769, 599, 904, 168, 498]. Recursive-partitioning.com [1292].
Reducing [1264]. Reduction
[962, 651, 395, 1314]. Reepmeyer [618]. referee [921, 920]. Referees
[218, 338, 1126, 1205, 906]. Reference
reflective [813]. Reflections [1217].
regional [267]. registration [1111].
Regression
Regression-free [739]. regressions [956, 997, 236]. regressors [501].
Regularization [905]. Reinhard [407].
Reisensburg [113]. Reiss [231]. rejection [181]. Related
[656, 99, 129, 147, 161, 189, 211, 230, 247, 265, 282, 199, 334, 346, 357, 369, 390, 479, 502, 521, 570, 545, 998].
relation [540]. relations [71]. relationship
[1197, 901, 1238, 1338]. relationships [341].
relative [1197, 809, 497]. relevant [740, 599]. Reliability [1417, 532, 976, 290, 610, 1335, 1342, 557, 531, 284, 645].
Reliability [1366]. remote [352, 681, 3].
Rencher [822]. renewal [932, 1047].
Reparameterisation [1250].
reparameterization [976]. Repeated
[760, 815, 444, 1331, 888, 1268, 365, 1155, 784]. replicated [1274]. replication [49, 198].
replications [363]. Reply [744]. Report
representatives [269]. requirements [412].
Rerandomization [396]. Resampled
[1238, 1007]. Resampling
[1376, 1293, 996, 683]. Resampling-based
[1376, 683]. Research
[1414, 1289, 795, 544, 1410]. researchers
[1015, 542, 541, 1374, 786]. residual


Temporality [63]. tensor [737]. term [807]. ternary [1186]. test [1121, 290, 500, 643, 790, 1316, 459, 339, 1046, 420, 46, 1236, 915, 538, 457, 810, 444, 803, 1280, 1065, 775, 913, 656, 1091, 382, 1085, 1281, 123, 6, 448, 980, 1067, 1106, 698, 1334, 1029, 1262, 1155, 207].


time-series [882].


trial [1276]. trials [1229, 1316, 708, 892, 7].

triangle [922]. triangular [723]. Tricks [588, 615, 630, 672]. trilateration [1136].

Trimmed [138, 1082, 462, 1333, 607].

trisection [152]. Troia [534, 1427].

truncated [1332, 1168, 1120]. Tübingen [743]. TUCKALS [515]. Turbo [146].


two [417]. Two-dimensional [316, 14, 552].

two-group [475]. two-level
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